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Introduction

Operation Data and Analysis

Measurement and Control system for Intellig
ent Cable (MCIC system) is designed and m
anufactured. The axial temperature data of c
able conductor are measured directly in oper
ating cable by the MCIC system platform. Me
anwhile, MCIC system can help operators to
acquire the real-time maximum currents ever
y power cable line and regulate the conveyin
g current values accurately. Furthermore, the
concept of electric load balance in a region is
realized in the MCIC system. The system ca
n be realized to achieve the purpose of "cost
reduction and efficiency increase" and high p
ower transmission efficiency.

In 2020, the world‘s first power cable with MCI
C system was established in Shenzhen. The to
tal length of the cable is 4579 m, including 15 s
mart accessories. In Fig.2, the surface temper
ature of the cable at 441.2m point is measured
with an infrared thermometer, which proves tha
t the surface temperature of the cable is as the
same as the conductor temperature measured
by MCIC system.

MCIC System
Measurement and Control system for Intellig
ent Cable (MCIC) is mainly composed of intel
ligent cable built-in optical fiber temperature
sensor in cable conductor, MCIC equipment,
operation and maintenance management pla
tform and auxiliary facilities. Through the abo
ve-mentioned corresponding data links accu
mulated in space and time, a database is for
med, and then through comparison, analysis
and summary, the effective management of d
istribution network assets and cable line oper
ation is realized.
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Fig2. Cable surface and conductor core temperature.

Fig.10 shows the change curves of cable temp
erature and current carrying capacity during th
e period from July 13, 2021 to July 19, 2021. T
he ampacity value shows obvious regularity de
spite the load changes caused by the work and
rest time of urban residents. At the same time,
the temperature values of the cable conductor
also vary periodically with time, and the temper
ature fluctuation period is also about 24 hours.
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Fig3. Cable conductor temperature and current real
-time value captured from MCIC system.

Conclusions
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Fig1.Intelligent cable and accessory for MCIC system

Measurement and Control system for Intelligen
t Cable (MCIC) is proposed and developed. Ba
sed on the cable conductor temperature, the d
ynamic current-carrying capacity control metho
d and regional power balance theory are prese
nted in MCIC system.
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